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About This Content

Are you a natural predator? Now SkyDrift brings you the two classic multiplayer modes Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch,
where only the number of opponents you eliminate will earn you honor and respect.

Key Features:

Improve your hunter skills in 6 breathtaking arenas including Warfactory, U.F.O. and Scrapyard.

It’s up to you to join an existing dogfight or create a new arena and choose from settings like weather conditions or Time
Limit.

Don’t forget you can overtake, but it's better to shoot them all down in the SkyDrift Multiplayer Arena Modes!
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Title: SkyDrift: Gladiator Multiplayer Pack
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Digital Reality
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: x86 or x64 bit versions of Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/Win7

Processor: AMD/Intel dual-core processor running at 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1GB for MS Windows XP and 1.5GB for MS Windows Vista/Win7

Hard Disk Space: 1GB

Video Card: ATI/nVidia graphic card with at least 128MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least DirectX 9.0c and Shader
Model 3.0 support. ATI Radeon HD 3600 series and NVIDIA Geforce 8600GT

DirectX®: 9.0c, June 2010 update

Sound: Integrated or dedicated DirectX 9 compatible soundcard.

English,French,German,Italian
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The Game started of pretty slow but it soon sped up and became interesting. If you like Point & Click Adventures definetly
worth the purchase. Be Aware Keep saving the game because It crashed around ten times on me especially during the lengthy
cut scenes but apart from that it was a really great game.. This game has not aged all that well. I'm only a few levels into the
game and already I'm finding it to be a surprisingly slow, humorless, unexciting game with a little too much pride and one very
unresponsive jump button.. Mouse camera controls are completely off from every other game of this type, and the dev can care
less.. I LOVED this game! Although it could be a little bit touchy about where or how many times you selected an item, this
small annoyance was a worth the price to pay for a truly enjoyable experience. Would love to find more games like this one.
Unfortunate I didn't have much free time to play during the day and kept falling asleep at night, I believe the average player
could finish this game in 5 play hours. With 10 symbol stones to find and a back story that explains
 how the island got cursed this game keeps a player entertained on several levels. Definitely glad I bought it.. Fair Price For A
Side Scrolling Beat em Up, Game Pad Recommended!

You Take Control Of Either A Male Or Female Character Both Having The Same Abilities With No Obvious Increase To
Speed Or Power;
However Each Char Is Like It's Own Save So If You Had Beaten The First Three Levels On One Character You Better Believe
You Will Have To Start Again On The Other.

Unlocks Include New Skin For Male Or Female Depending Who You Beat The Game With And New Levels As You Progress.
AI Is 6\/10 With Some Contantly Rolling Into A Wall And Hit Box Is Quite Pooh Alot Of The Time

Game Still Passed A Few Hours 8\/10 Would Game Again
Check It Out on My Twitch RawrUFWU Before Buying If You Wonder What It's Like. I like this. Haven't delved into it, but
already the overall look and feel of this game is amazing so far. Will be sure to update my review.. Game is mediocre at best
with little to no support from the creator, so don't expect many updates to the game. Currently the game has about 12 different
areas you can play in, all of them bland with next to no effort put into them. Look at the pictures above, the most interesting
area you can choose is the soccer field or arena and even those are boring. About 40 or so different beasts to battle with, all of
them glitchy, half working and boring. If you are interested in getting the game I'd suggest waiting for a good sale on it, $2 is a
good price for this. Otherwise the game feels like a cash grab.
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The Kawasaki M8 EMU adds both a new spin on the NEC: NY-NH route, as well showing American Railroading in a far more
European fashion.

Pros:
-This is the only American EMU in the game so far, as opposed to the USA, for the most part, being long distance express
hauls. In comparison to the default Amtrak services, the M8 has a much more "European" style, with more accelerated speed
ups and braking, and far more stops along the route. This is really fun to do in an American environment, and I am very pleased
to see a TRUE commuter service like this one integrated so well.
-The locomotive is detailed wonderfully. The in-cab controls and signalling look fantastic, the passenger view is superb, and the
locomotive itself is beautiful.
-The train really opens up the rest of the NEC: NY-NH route. Along with being able to realistically stop at MUCH more stations
along the New Rochelle-New Haven mainline, it is now possible to drive the train from GCT-Pelham, deep inside the big apple
itself. This extension takes the route in a whole new direction, really going through the heart of the city, rather than just around
it. The New Canaan branch is a really good example of a suburban branchline, that truly does need to be explored as well.

Cons:
-I know this isn't really what people want to hear, but its difficult to really give a con for this. I wouldn't say anything is really
inadequate.

This is actually a really fantastic bit of DLC. Now that the lag bugs have been sorted out, I'd say this is truly a MUST if you own
the NEC: NY-NH. Its quite a lot of fun to drive, and it opens up the route in ways that having only the ACS-64 could never
dream of accomplishing.. An absolute abomination of a game that relies on a rather gimmic-y plot twist if you can even call it
that. Lets just say the longest portion of the game is a shock film that's supposed to make you feel a certain level of digust or
displeasure but really is poorly laid out and in like 120p. The game itself well the 10-20 minutes of it are focused around you
being interviewed by Microsoft Sam's Ghost. You answer simple questions with 1 of the 2 answers they give you inivitably
leading to an end which will absolutely leave you feeling hollow inside as it provides you with noting more than a ♥♥♥♥♥♥
plot twist delivered with whatever♥♥♥♥♥♥♥assets the dev could snatch up for free. The game in and of itself had a semi
decent concept yet managed to absolutely booger it up with the way the game plays. So the last thing I want to say is to keep
your 2 bucks and spend it elsewhere and if you can still go get a refund I suggest doing so this game is dreadfully boring and
certainly not worth your hard earned pocket change. 3/10 Ya ♥♥♥♥ed up interview. If you would like to see gameplay here is
a link.
https://youtu.be/jmVzImWpgT0. This game is a BLAST. I fully support this indie game. Play it. NOW.

<needs online MP though! :D>. Fun puzzle \/ platformer. 3-5 hrs of levels, depending on how meticulous you are.. This game is
decent
- I am a total begginer.
- I get told that I like arcadish games, well not this one xD this game has no realism, I think it's obvious to say and I don't expect
this to be realistic.
-This is like an imaginary world, it reminds me to games like mario kart.
- I don't like that most achivements are dlc related, even on a steam sale now that i picked up the game I don't feel they are
worth it

I'm refunding this game now, because I tried it for fun during the sale to play it for a little, but I'm not keen on keeping it in long
gevity, Right now I have many other games to get better.
I thought about giving it negative rating, but I have nothing against it, I am just not interested that much so I give it a positive, let
Codemasters be happy xD. (I prefer this game over f12016 and 17 they suck :P jk , well their gamepad handling :P)

Overall 7/10. This game looks great in theory, but i don't think the devs ever playtested it \u2014 it has some asinine bugs &
inconveniences that anyone who actually played it themselves would've immediately picked up on & corrected\/improved,
including:
-enemy hitboxes being functionally random; about 67% of the time, mario stomping them works, & 33% o\/t time you get
damaged instead
-controls locked to WSAD; i'm left-handed so it didn't bother me but they really should be remappable
-audio that's incredibly loud at game start, & CAN'T BE ADJUSTED, only muted (which also mutes all ingame sounds)
-ridiculously unwieldy vine & ladder mechanics that force you to grab on if passed by while airborne (annoying) & seemingly
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randomly make you jump off instead of climb up when pressing up (unacceptably bad)

Overall frustrating experience. The seeds of a good game, a nice quick yet difficult platformer, are here but it feels like the
absolute minimum amount of effort was put in by the devs. At least it's easy (if infuriating as hell) to 100% the achievements..
Hello all,

At of this moment, I cannot recommend this game for purchase by anyone.

After spending over 6.5 hours in the game, I have identified a game-killing bug which breaks the entire profitability model of
the game. Essentially there are only two selling points. One to sell logs (you don't make much money here), and one to sell
boards (you make a bit more than just selling logs). When you sell boards at the board selling point, the game immediately
crashes to the desktop every time. I've tested twice on two separate saves, and confirmed the crash 3 times. I'm confident it will
continue to crash.

On top of that, the game's engine appears to be the same or a newer iteration of the game engine from Professional Farmer
2014. There does seem to be a lot more detail on the map compared to Pro Farmer 2014 though. It is a completely different
map though, just to be clear.

Certain assett (like some buildings, etc) elements and sound effects are also identical to Professional Farmer 2014.

The overall graphics are good, but not great. There are indeed some beautiful day and night effects, but then the main vehicles
that you'll be using in the game all look like toys that a 5 year old would play with. Many of the controls are also incredibly
simplistic. For example, cutting down a tree requires a single right click. To pick up a log, you just take your loader and right
click it once, and it pops into the loader. Take it to the trailer, right click, and bam! it's in the trailer. As such, this game is
probably going to appeal more to smaller children who haven't developed their motor skills yet, or for people who want a
logging experience without the complexity of other games.

As far as other bugs go, there are several places in the game where there are buildings, log piles or other objects floating in mid
air. Cars constantly weave left and right like drunk drivers. Roads and streets are lazily laid out on the map. The game's engine is
really just horrible. Either that or the graphics artists responsible for creating the world are just horribly lazy.

I'm running an Intel i7-5960X processor (currently intel's BEST i7 as of March 2015), 16GB of RAM, an NVidia GTX 980, and
the game is installed to an SSD. Average FPS is about 50-60fps at 2560x1440p. No idea how the game performs on lesser
machines, though I may do some testing on my older gaming PC.

Also, the game REQUIRES DirectX 11. If your video card is a bit older and doesn't fully support DirectX 11, then this game
will never run on your PC regardless of what you do until you upgrade your video card. If you've got a laptop that doesn't
support DX11, then you're pretty much entirely screwed. You'll need to buy a new laptop with a video card that supports DX11.
This may or may not kill the deal for some buyers. Personally, DirectX 11 is a better engine for games, but only if you can run
them.

All said, as it stands now, I cannot recommend this game. It seems to be more of the fodder that we've been fed from the likes
of Playway and UIG (or in this case, UIE. Same company, same crap). If they can fix the fatal crash and fix some of the other
bugs, then they game might be worth about $10 bucks, but not much more.

For a much better forestry experience, just do yourself a favor and pick up Farming Simulator 15. It has much better forestry
overall than this game.
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